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Abstract:
The Gotthard Base Tunnel will be the world longest railway tunnel, with a length of 57 km. The tunnel
is part of the New Alpine Transverse in Switzerland. The dual purpose of this project is to provide a
high speed link for passengers between Germany in the North and Italy in the South of continental
Europe and to transfer freight traffic from the roads to rail. It represents also an essential step to protect actively the sensitive region of the Alps and to get an important contribution to preserve the environment in general.
A high safety level is a very important premise for the operation of a railway tunnel and as well an
economic exigency. In order to plan and realise a safe operating base tunnel, a safety concept serves as
a rail-internal instrument for continuous planning and optimisation of safety measures and as a transparent basis for the control by the competent authorities. The analyses in the Gotthard Base Tunnel
safety concept demonstrate, that with simple but very effective measures, a very high safety level can
be reached, corresponding to the demanded safety requirements.
After the October 2001 Gotthard road tunnel fire, which caused 11 fatalities, and after the Kaprun funicular tunnel fire (Austria), where 155 persons died, a group of engineers has been charged to submit
constructive measures to increase the fire/life safety and to reduce the damage of the structures in case
of such an event.
Introduction:
Fires in rail tunnels are very unusual events: the actual transalpine rail routes through Switzerland,
containing over 500 tunnels (total length around 400 km), are more than a hundred years old and tragic
accidents related to fires have not been reported. For the public opinion that meant, that rail tunnels are
“safe”. But after the tragic fatalities of Mt. Blanc and Gotthard road tunnels, as well as of Kaprun, the
public opinion shows special sensitivity to tunnel safety: in general clients and project managers were
called upon to undertake every reasonable effort to increase tunnel safety further.
The evaluation of the tunnel design:
At the time of the preliminary project (year 1993), different variants of the tunnel system have been
evaluated with a comparison of costs, excavation- and lining-schedule, technical difficulties of zones
with bad geology (high rock mass pressure), aerodynamic effects, fire/life safety system and environmental considerations (especially muck deposit). In the end the tunnel system with 2 single-track tubes
and a higher quality standard has been preferred (see Fig. 1). In accordance with the tunnel system,
both multifunctional stations (intermediate attack of Faido and of Sedrun) and the ventilation system
have been designed.
Fig. 1:
Tunnel systems evaluated
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Requirements:
A fire in the Gotthard Base Tunnel is a “worst case”: in fact, the probability of such an accident is very
low. The following requirements have to be satisfied in the case of an accident:
1. Availability during an event. In case of fire, the safety of persons has first priority. In order to assure this, the availability of the tunnel has to be maintained as long possible, as persons should be
able to reach a safe place. This is a must! In consideration of the fire/life safety system this
means:
• no damages in the safe (opposite) tube during the first 45 minutes. An evacuation train (opposite tube) and the fire-fighting & rescue train reach the spot in approximately 45 minutes.
• no major damages or collapse in the burning tube during the first 90 minutes.
2. Availability after an event. In case of fire, the interruption of tunnel traffic has to be as short as
possible. After the rescue, the reopening of the railway line has first priority. In order to assure
this, constructive fire-protection measures have to be taken:
• to exclude major damages or collapse of the safe tube
• to reduce resulting damages, time and costs for the repair of the burned tube.
The Fire/life safety system:
The tunnel system (see Fig. 2) mainly consists of two single track tunnels with two train-crossover
sections in the so called multifunctional stations. Along the tunnel, cross passages are located every
310÷325 m approximately; the horizontal distance between the tube axes is varying between 40 and
70 m. In front of the tunnel portals turn-out tracks are arranged.
Fig. 2:
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For tunnel safety planning, in first priority preventive measures have been designated and in second
priority curative measures have been defined in addition. This principle paid off during decades in
railway technique. Should an incident happen in spite of these measures, particular measures facilitating the self- and external rescue will be applied.
In general every failure of the safety system has to be prevented, otherwise the personnel on the spot
(train crew, engine driver) has to deal with it (radio contact to the control centre). If unsuccessful, the
train has to leave the tunnel or stop at an emergency stop station with highest priority. Assistance from
the outside can be expected – depending on the exact position of the train in the tunnel – after 30 minutes at the earliest (e.g. train at emergency stop station).
In the tunnel control centre well-trained Traffic-Controllers survey the train running and the technical
infrastructure. The Swiss Federal railways develop an early warning system to detect irregularities in
the operation in real time. In case of an incident the Traffic-Controllers activate defined and rehearsed
procedures using check lists. Always the purpose is to manage the situation quickly, preventing an escalation. It is also important to ensure the operating flow and to achieve a stable operating situation.
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In case of a fire on board of a (passenger) train, the procedure of the safety concept depends on the position of the train in the tunnel. Three cases have to be taken into account:
1.

The train is running in the last section of the tunnel (after the second multifunctional station): the
train has to reach the portal and will stop in the open air. Passengers are able to leave the train.

2.

The train is running in the first or in a intermediate section of the tunnel: the train has to reach the
next multifunctional station and stops there for the evacuation of passengers (see Fig. 3). The passengers reach the “sheltered area” of the emergency stop station within 3 to 5 minutes. Prior to
the arrival of the train, after the fire-alarm, the lights of the emergency station will be turned on,
the sliding-doors of the escape ways will be automatically opened and the ventilation system
starts the extraction of smoky exhaust air from the traffic tube trough the middle of the seven fire
dampers (only after exact location of the fire it will be possible to open the nearest fire damper).
After evacuation from the train – without using stairways or elevators – passengers will wait at
the emergency stop station of the opposite tube for a rescue exclusively by train (multifunctional
station Sedrun: no evacuation through the shafts; multifunctional station Faido: no evacuation
through the access tunnel).

Fig. 3:
Emergency (rescue)
station
The emergency stop stations (sheltered areas) as well as the lateral and connecting galleries are
furnished with fresh air independent of the traffic tunnel system, they are kept smoke-free
through overpressure. An evacuation train conducts the passengers outside the tunnel. And this
leads to another principle: the rescue from the outside is rail-bound. The evacuation train is either
a train emptied in front of the tunnel or a train already in the tunnel.
Fire-fighting and rescue trains come in action from the south-end as well as from the north-end of
the tunnel. The rail-bound rescue is proven and trained for years at the Swiss Federal Railways
(Simplon Tunnel 19 km, Gotthard Tunnel 15 km). In order to shorten the time period until the
forces are ready, a close co-operation with local intervention forces (fire brigade, ambulance and
police) is of great importance. This represents an extraordinary challenge for the upcoming years.
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3.

A fire event occurs and the train is not able to reach the next multifunctional station or to exit the
tunnel. In this case the train will stop at any position in the tunnel and the evacuation occurs. On a
1 m-wide side walk escaping passengers will be able to reach and to enter the next cross passage
and reach the safe tube (see Fig. 4). In the opposite tube the speed of the trains running is reduced
immediately after alert, minimizing the run over risk for escaping people. In this case the process
of the external rescue proceeds in the same way as if the train stopped in an emergency stop station. In any case the train crew has to act quickly and resolutely. Early and clear instructions help
to prevent panic situations.

Fig. 4: cross passages (escape way)
Fire-resistant doors (90 minutes resistance with AlpTransit temperature-time-diagram) will provide fire-protection of the escape way and of the technical equipment inside the cross passages.
The ventilation system will assure overpressure conditions in the safe tube to avoid the propagation of smoke from the burning one.
On almost every incident an evacuation train or the fire-fighting and rescue train is able to arrive on
the spot within 35 to 45 minutes; the evacuation of the passengers will be completed after 90 minutes
at the latest.
To prevent incidents with hazardous goods the drainage system is equipped with siphons and is always
charged with water i.e. in case of fire/explosion the next drainage shaft interrupts a further propagation
of the fire/explosion. To limit the formation of puddles in the low declined tunnel, traverse beams are
installed. Storage basins at the portals facilitate to collect contaminated water for some hours, to treat
the water or to let it off to the sewerage plant.
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The Ventilation system:
In February 2002 the Swiss Federal Office of Transportation requested to upgrade the ventilation system of the Gotthard Base Tunnel to permit the extraction of smoke at 7 different locations in both underground emergency stations, in order to ensure sufficient air quality, temperature and visibility conditions in case of a fire break-out and the necessary evacuation of passengers and staff.
In the system of the Gotthard Base Tunnel, emergency stations are located in the multifunctional stations, where burning trains will stop in case of fire. To permit an efficient and safe evacuation of the
passengers, it is required to extract exhausted air (smoke) near to the fire and to supply fresh air with
overpressure in the escape ways and in the opposite tube (see Fig. 5). Main fans (redundant, 2 x 2.6
MW for extraction and 2 x 0.5 MW for fresh air) will be installed in the ventilation plant located near
the portal of the intermediate access of Faido as well as in the ventilation plant in the cavern on shaft
top in Sedrun. The amount of air blown in and exhausted will be about 200 m3/s and 250 m3/s respectively. In each emergency station seven fire dampers, located on the top of the lining, and six emergency sliding doors will complete the ventilation system.
The technical rooms are separated from the railway tunnels: in case of fire, as normally during service,
these rooms will be ventilated to maintain the required temperature. Overpressure in case of an accident will prevent the propagation of smoke and air with high temperature in the technical rooms (see
Fig. 5).
Fresh air

Exhaust air

Fig. 5:
MFS Sedrun: fresh and
exhaust air systems
(main fans)

Tube east

Tube west
Weströhre

Tech. rooms
Damper/door

Subsidiary boosters (6 jet fans, each rated at 40 kW) will be additionally installed near to both tunnel
portals in Bodio and in Erstfeld as measure to maintain the difference of pressure between the tubes
(see Fig. 6). This is very important, if a burning train will stop close to the portal.
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Fig. 6: Boosters (portal Erstfeld)
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Fire-protection measures:
In February 2003 a special task force has been created to study the problem of availability of the tunnel during and after an event, and to ensure the full respect of the extremely severe requirements set by
the AlpTransit Gotthard Ltd. in case of a fire accident.
For the evaluation of the design of the tunnel-structures a fire-power of 250 MW (freight train) respective of 40 MW (passenger train; only 20 MW for the design of the ventilation) has been supposed. The
first question to be answered by the fire-protection working group was about the fire scenario to take
into account. At European level, different temperature-time-diagrams have been developed: the Hydrocarbon (HC, about 1,100oC), the increased Hydrocarbon (HCM, about 1,300oC) and the ISO (max
1,000oC). But a new temperature-time-diagram has been adopted for the AlpTransit-projects, to considerate better the particular fire-event scenarios and the effective design of the Gotthard Base Tunnel
(see Fig. 7). Experiences from former events have confirmed, that not only the first 90 min or the first
hours have to be observed (peak of the temperature), but also the cooling phase.

Fig. 7:
AlpTransit temperature-time-diagram
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After the choice of adequate fire scenarios for the Gotthard-Base Tunnel several studies about the
propagation of high temperature and the behaviour of airflow in case of incident have been undertaken, some tests with fire-protected concrete have been done in order to decide about the adequate
constructive measures to be adopted (see Fig. 8). In particular polypropylene-fibres have been added
to concrete specimen – prefabricated with the use of on construction site produced aggregates – to observe the occurring damages with the application of the AlpTransit fire-diagram, in order to find out
the optimal design. In consideration of fluidity and workability of concrete, 2 kg/m3 resulted to be
ideal.
Fig. 8:
Fire-Protection tests

2 kg PP-fibres:
4 cm chips

3 kg PP-fibres:
1 cm chips

1 kg PP-fibres:
6 cm chips
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On July 2004 the board of AlpTransit Gotthard Ltd. accepted the constructive measures elaborated by
the working group: protection of sensible sections of the tunnel system with 2 kg/m3 PP-fibres-added,
fire-protected concrete lining and post-application of fire-protecting shotcrete (thickness: 3 up to 7 cm)
on the completed lining in the cut & cover section. The lining of shaft II (exhaust air) has also been
protected with PP-fibres-added shotcrete.
Prevention and procedures during construction works:
Prior to the public submission of the works, a high safety standard has been established for the entire
AlpTransit project. In accordance with the SUVA (Swiss National Accident Insurance Fund), a
fire/life safety system concept has been developed for the construction phase of the Gotthard Base
Tunnel (see Fig. 9 and 10).
Experiences from former events have confirmed, that an intervention of an external fire brigade needs
up to 20÷30 min. to reach the fire in the tunnel. This is definitively too late: at this time it is nearby
impossible to extinguish the flames, due to high temperatures (up to 1,000oC) and bad visibility conditions (smoke). In case of fire in the tunnel the first minutes are absolutely crucial: after the activation
of the fire-alarm by a manual alarm-system or by communication-system (phone or radio) – if the
starting-fire cannot be extinguished – self-protection procedures have to be adopted.

Fig. 9:
Fire event with blocked staff at the front

Fig. 10:
Fire event without blocked staff

For every member of the staff in the tunnel a personal self-rescue-device (oxygen-mask, 30 min. endurance) is provided to permit, in case of fire, to reach the nearest safety container. A fire-protected
pressurized-air supply system provides overpressure in the safety containers, where extra self-rescuedevices (60 min. endurance) for the evacuation of the tunnel are available.
After the evacuation or after reaching the safety containers a reduction or a reversion of the ventilation
flow prevents the propagation of smoke in the other tube and cuts the oxygen supply in the burning
tube. First-aid treatment of injured staff members and the intervention of the fire-brigade to free
blocked staff are the last steps of the procedures in case of fire during the construction works.
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A permanent occupied safety control centre (see Fig. 11) is charged for the monitoring and coordination of rescue-operations in case of fire. First instructions of the staff and their continuous upgrade are
absolutely necessary (instruction is provided from fire-brigade instructors). Exercises are scheduled to
check the correct application of self-protection procedures and to upgrade the experience of the firebrigade about the progress of the construction works underground (see Fig. 12).

Fig. 12:
Exercises with the external fire brigade

Fig. 11:
Safety control centre
Conclusions:

After the tragic fatalities of Mt. Blanc and Gotthard road tunnels, and of Kaprun funicular tunnel,
fire/life safety systems and fire-protection measures are very important aspects of the design, construction and management of road and railway tunnels.
For the Gotthard Base Tunnel two different fire/life safety systems have been developed: a selfprotection concept for the safety of the staff during construction works, and an evacuation and rescue
concept for the regular train service in the tunnel. The teaching and training of the rescue staff will be
initiated early.
To assure the feasibility and efficiency of safety concept, the ventilation system has been upgraded
and constructive fire-protection measures – like fire-protected concrete, post-application of fireprotecting shotcrete and high resistant cross passage doors – have been adopted. Tests with PP-fibres
have been undertaken to check the ultimate resistance under AlpTransit-fire-scenario conditions. The
results of the tests have been very positive.
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